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Abstract 
 

Many factors underlie the growing popularity of herbal treatments for a variety of chronic 

conditions. Interestingly, people who use alternative therapies are not necessarily uninformed. If 

anything, they are more "culturally creative" (i.e., comfortable with cultural changes) and more 

highly educated. Many people using herbal medicines find the health care alternatives are more 

congruent with their own values, beliefs and philosophical orientations toward health and life. 

Similarly, it seems likely that many people feel that herbal medicines are empowering by allowing 

them to treat themselves without seeing a physician. (This same attitude may be behind the 

growing popularity of patient-initiated diagnostic scanning procedures such as whole body scans). 

The danger is that, many people believe that herbal medicines have no toxicity problems or even 

side effects. In addition, they are not aware of many possible interactions of herbal medicine with 

concurrent prescribed medications. In this review we focus on Avicenna's evidence based 

medicine approaches in herbal medicine. 
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   Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is now 

generally perceived to be the dominant 

operating system in conventional medicine. It 

is unsurprising then that some have counseled 

complementary and alternative medicine 

practitioners to resist EBM [1-6]. EBM is the 

integration of clinical expertise, patient values, 

and the best research evidence into the 

decision making process for patient care. 

Clinical expertise refers to the clinician’s 

cumulated experience, education and clinical 

skills. The patient brings to the encounter his 

or her own personal preferences and unique 

concerns, expectations, and values. The best 

research evidence is usually found in clinically 

relevant research that has been conducted 

using sound methodology. Healthcare in the 

21st Century relies not only on individual 

medical skills, but also on the best information 

on the effectiveness of each intervention being 

accessible to practitioners, patients, and policy 

makers. This approach is known as "evidence-

based healthcare" [7-14].  

Herbal medicines include a range of 

pharmacologically active compounds: in some 

cases it is not well understood which 

ingredients are important for a therapeutic 

effect. The supporters of herbal medicine 

believe that isolated ingredients in the majority 

of cases have weaker clinical effects than 

whole plant extract, a claim that would 

obviously require proof in each case. 

Generalizations about the efficacy of herbal 

medicines are clearly not possible. Each one 

needs systematic research including a variety 

of animal studies and also randomized clinical 

trials. Indeed, clinical trials of herbal 

medicines are feasible much in the same way 

as for other drugs. The efficacy of medicinal 

herbs does need to be established and toxicity, 

contraindications and side effects also need to 

be investigated, and this is best done with 

clinical research and trials that at this time are 

being conducted almost exclusively on 

efficacy and are limited in number most 

probably because of funding. Very little to no 

attention is being given to the more traditional 

fresh herbal extracts [15, 16]. There is 

currently a vigorous debate about whether 

botanical medicines are effective, and whether 

it is ever appropriate to use them in a modern 

medical setting. Some criticisms have stated 

that clinical studies of botanicals are of poor 

quality, limited by factors such as small 

sample sizes, limited duration of therapy, and 

poorly characterized products. However, 

similar criticisms have been directed at clinical 

trials of pharmaceutical medicines. In fact, one 

recent study compared the quality of clinical 

trials using phytomedicines to matched trials 

using conventional medicines and came to the 

surprising conclusion that the method and 

reporting quality of Western clinical trials of 

herbal medicines was on average superior to 

that of conventional medicines. Numerous 

randomized clinical trials of herbal medicines 

have been published and systematic review 

and meta-analyses of these studies have been 

available. Many of today’s synthetic drugs 

originated from the plant kingdom, and only 

about two centuries ago the major 

pharmacopoeias were dominated by herbal 

drugs. Herbal medicine went into rapid decline 

when basic and clinical pharmacology 

established themselves as leading branches of 

medicine. Nevertheless, herbal medicine is 
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still of interest in many diseases in particular 

psychiatric and neurological disorders. There 

are some reasons for this issue 1) patients are 

dissatisfied with conventional treatment, 2) 

patients want to have control over their health 

care decision, and, 3) patients see that herbal 

medicine is congruent with their philosophical 

values and beliefs [15]. It has been reported 

that most patients with a mental disorder 

sought herbal medicine treatment for somatic 

problems rather than for their mental and 

emotional symptoms and the best example is 

somatic symptoms of depression. Physicians 

need to understand the biochemical and 

evidential bases for the use of herbs and 

nutrients to diagnose and treat patients safely 

and effectively, to avoid interactions with 

standard medications, and to provide patients 

with the benefits of alternative treatments.  

Although a multitude of pharmaceutical 

agents are available for the treatment of mental 

disorders, physicians find that many patients 

cannot tolerate the side effects, do not respond 

adequately, or eventually lose their response. 

In comparison, many therapeutic herbs have 

far fewer side effects. They can provide an 

alternative treatment or be used to enhance the 

effect of prescription medications [15].  

Many herbal medicines are now being 

supported by scientific evidence and have been 

shown to exert significant effects in the body, 

relieve symptoms, treat disease and improve 

everyday function. Any ‘expert’ who still 

states there’s no scientific evidence to support 

the use of herbal medicines hasn’t done their 

homework. One of interesting example is 

saffron (Crocus sativus) for Alzheimer’s 

disease and depression that has been 

mentioned by Avicenna in his famous book. 

Avivenna’s famous works is the Canon of 

Medicine, which was a standard medical text 

at many medieval universities. The Canon of 

Medicine was used as a text-book in the 

universities of Montpellier and Leuven as late 

as 1650. Avicenna Canon of Medicine 

provides a complete system of medicine 

according to EBM. Saffron is the world’s most 

expensive spice, derived from the flower of 

Crocus sativus. Each saffron crocus grows to 

20 - 30 cm and bears up to four flowers, each 

with three vivid crimson stigmas [15]. Indeed, 

it is a Persian herb with a history as long as the 

Persian Empire itself. Iran, the world's largest 

producer of saffron has been investing in 

research into saffron's potential medicinal uses 

[15, 16]. 

To date, five published randomized 

controlled trials have been published about 

effects of saffron on depression. The first 

evidence-based study on this subject was 

published in 2004 showing that saffron was as 

efficacious as imipramine in the short-term 

treatment of mild to moderate depression in 

adults [17]. Importantly, saffron was more 

tolerable than imipramine (which often causes 

anticholinergic side effects). Subsequently, 

saffron was compared to placebo in a six-week 

randomized controlled trial of 40 adult patients 

with mild to moderate depression. Saffron 

resulted in about 12-point reduction on 

Hamilton depression rating scale (HDRS) 

compared with only five points seen with the 

placebo. Tolerability profile of saffron was 

similar to the placebo [15]. Later, several 

studies provided evidence for antidepressant 

effects of different Crocus sativus L. 
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constituents compared with both placebo and 

fluoxetine. Both petal and stigma of Crocus 

sativus L. have shown beneficial effects for 

treatment of depression [16, 17].  

Crocus sativus L. is increasingly being 

studied as a memory enhancer. Saffron can 

attenuate the deleterious effect of ethanol on 

memory registration and retrieval, and prevent 

ethanol-induced inhibition of hippocampal 

long-term potentiation [15]. Crocin seems to 

be involved in spatial memory and recognition 

and blocked scopolamine-induced 

performance deficits in the step-through 

passive avoidance and radial water maze tests 

[15]. Saffron showed similar protective effects 

on recognition and spatial memory in chronic 

stress and hypoperfusion models of memory 

impairment [15]. 

In an animal model of Alzheimer’s Disease 

(AD) induced by intraventricular injection of 

streptozocin, Khalili et al. showed that 

administration of crocin resulted in 

significantly better results in passive 

avoidance test [15]. In a 16-week placebo-

controlled study, 46 patients with mild to 

moderate AD were assigned to saffron 15 mg 

twice daily or placebo. At the end of the trial, 

saffron was associated with a significantly 

better outcome on cognitive function than 

placebo. Importantly, tolerability of saffron 

was similar to placebo [19]. In a 22-week 

donepezil-controlled study, saffron 15 mg 

twice daily was compared to donepezil 5 mg 

twice daily. Saffron was as efficacious as 

donepezil, but was associated with lower 

frequency of side effects than donepezil [20, 

21]. Now if we read again the monograph 

regarding saffron in the Avicenna’s book we 

will find an evidence based medicine 

approach. In another words, Avicenna utilized 

the process of systematically reviewing, 

appraising and using clinical research findings 

to aid the delivery of optimum clinical care to 

patients. 
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